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The exhibition *Martin Kline: Nature and Culture* addresses a problem that artists and philosophers have pondered through the centuries. Martin Kline’s issues center on the role nature plays in creating art in the twenty-first century. He has executed thirty encaustic paintings and thirteen bronzes, all unique casts, to explore this subject. It is his first solo museum exhibition and the exhibition takes place at the Haggerty Museum of Art, Marquette University, February 1 through April 10, 2007.

To cite some noteworthy points in his career, Kline recently completed a residency in Miyakonojo City, Japan under sponsorship of the Atlantic Pacific Fellowship international artist exchange program. In addition to participation in group exhibitions at museums including the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in Madrid, his work is included in the permanent collections of the Metropolitan Museum, the Whitney, the Brooklyn Museum, the Cleveland Museum of Art, The High Museum, the Houston Museum of Fine Art and university collections among them, the Fogg Art Museum, the Yale Art Museum and The Art Museum at Princeton University. Martin Kline has had a string of major solo exhibitions at the Jason McCoy Gallery and the Marlborough Gallery in New York as well as others in America and Europe in his 25 years as an artist.

I first became acquainted with Kline’s work in 2005 through a visit to his studio in Rhinebeck, New York, where the artist lives and works in the bucolic countryside. It is there, Kline later told me, that he came into his own as an artist, surrounded by and immersed in nature, with all her cycles and forces a dominant feature of daily life. I was immediately struck by the freshness of the work and by the remarkable visual surfaces achieved through the manipulation of encaustic. The practice of using the ancient technique of wax-based painting in our current art setting where installation and video art play prominently gives Kline additional challenge. The medium of encaustic has been revived from time to time in the long history of its use, yet only a few artists of our generation, notably Jasper Johns and Brice Marden, have successfully used this medium repeatedly. Kline’s encaustic paintings and sculptures find their own voice with complete assurance even in the context of such accomplished colleagues.

Titles Kline chooses for these works from 2005 and 2006 are intriguing in themselves. *Electric Dreams, No Return, Secret Garden, My India, Not about Albers, Killer* and *Big Sweet Tooth* suggest a broad range of interests and moods ranging from the reflective to the whimsical. These titles might signify fleeting moments of consciousness in the time required to name a particular work. Further, the titles reveal Kline’s emotional and intellectual associations to each particular work.
In any event the titles intrigue and compel us to more serious looking and contemplation of the works themselves.

Paintings included in the exhibition range from 24 x 24 to 48 x 96 inches and offer a rich visual field of colors ranging from elegant monochromatic surfaces to vibrant multi-colored works. In works such as *Ecstasy* and *Galileo*, the color strokes and accretions form an optical radiance with energy and intensity that engages the viewer’s eye in a compelling visual tango. Kline’s encaustic surfaces are made of layers of pigmented wax, heated until liquid then applied in a variety of ways, always employing a paintbrush. The way a painting is started determines the painting’s destiny – ultimately, how the painting will look. Sometimes the works are guided by gestural motions emanating from the movements of his body, akin to the gestural energy which drove Jackson Pollock’s method. Flinging paint onto the panel in all directions, such as in the works *Doppelgänger*, *Secret Garden*, and *Not about Albers*, establishes the basic form which is then developed further by brush strokes accumulating on these lines of thrown paint. Other times, controlled strokes, stripes, dots or staccato lines form the structure, such as in *Little India*, *Under My Thumb* and *Big Sweet Tooth*. Some works have relatively shallow depth, as in the work *Newton’s Veil*, creating a soft and sensual blur. Other works display an extreme amount of built up surface as in *Killer*, in which the hyper-masculine petals suggest a threatening bloom. In Kline’s works, the strokes are applied in a systematic way, layer upon layer, perhaps at right angles, perhaps in curves, to achieve a consistency in the structure of the painting. Other determining factors in his creative process are a function of where the treatment of the painted surface begins: for example, a painting may begin its build up at the center of the panel and move toward the periphery, or it may proceed from the bottom of the panel upward, or the reverse, according to the artist’s intention. The result is paintings that are abstract but often with oblique reference to nature.

Kline’s sculptures in this exhibition also carry intriguing titles embracing classical themes, such as *Argo* and *Daphne*, respectively suggestive of the ship that carried Jason and his men, and Daphne, the nymph who was turned into a laurel tree to escape the God Apollo. Other titles refer to films, *Breakfast on Pluto* and *La Notte*, and philosophy, as in *Empedocles* and *Nature and Culture*. The sculptures are smaller in scale than the paintings, the largest being 41 x 10 x 10 inches and are unique unpatinated bronze casts. The references to logs and branches are apparent, but we quickly see that these are merely the raw materials from which Kline’s inventive fantasies take off. His sculptures are neither the sole product of nature, nor simply cast found objects. In Kline’s hands, they are appropriated armatures, embellished, manipulated and ultimately transformed. Casting cups and venting systems are sometimes left attached to underscore the artist’s hand.

In contrast to branches in unattended nature, which undergo changes in appearance...
No Return, 2006, encaustic on panel, 61 x 61 x 4 ½ in.
independent of human assist, a cast bronze branch is frozen in time as a static invented form. It serves conceptual and expressive purposes, and apart from intentional destruction or minor physical deterioration, it does not undergo significant material change. However, a work of art may undergo important cultural changes as a result of critical interpretation. Writers and viewers who elect to reflect on, write about, or engage in discussion of the paintings and sculptures may indeed add to the conceptual properties of an invented cultural object. And this is what every artist might wish to occur.

This discussion of Kline’s art invites a return to philosophical aspects of nature and culture. From the early days of Western art in ancient Greece to the present, artists and philosophers have pondered the connections between art and nature. Until the beginning of the twentieth century, the task of painting and sculpture was closely aligned with representations of nature. In this context, nature provided the content, and culture supplied the invented symbolic forms that define the history of art, as witness the long-standing traditions of still life and landscape painting. The connections between art and nature were effectively severed upon the advent of abstract art in the twentieth century. Nelson Goodman’s influential analysis of art forms as types of invented symbol systems in *Languages of Art* pushed the question of nature’s relation to art further off the agenda of contemporary aesthetics, leaving it to the artists to revisit this important question. Nature has been mainly excluded from any serious consideration in contemporary art, but Martin Kline’s paintings and sculptures invite us to ponder once again the relation and relevancy of the subject of art and nature. Kline describes his paintings and sculptures as “physical works of growth,” perhaps analogous to the processes of growth in nature. But his aim is not to replicate nature.

Kline’s concerns are to exemplify natural forces in his art and examine man’s role in interacting with these forces. In his sculptures, especially, but also in his paintings, are intimations of the ways in which human beings may influence and control nature. His reflections on this theme in his art are especially poignant in a time of technological and biological manipulations and advances. His works make no value judgments on these new developments, but remind us that as responsible creators affecting living things, artists and scientists alikes need to keep a wary eye upon their creations.

The result of Kline’s work shown in the Haggerty exhibition is a mid-career body of rigorous and finely crafted paintings and sculptures that are beautiful to look at, often mysterious in their multifarious cultural references, and philosophically engaging. The references found in the works range widely from direct concrete experiences in nature, to ancient cultures, to his Catholic upbringing, and more broadly to the material and the spiritual in human experience.
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